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Established in 1999, B&M Waste Services achieves service
excellence by providing waste minimisation, reuse and
recycling solutions that actually work.

Partner with us and let us help you to achieve your business
sustainability goals, by delivering what we promise, within
budget and with a view to minimising your environmental
impact.

We’ve been carbon neutral across the business since 2011 
and assessed to PAS 402:2013 standards which looks at 
disposal and recovery rates, monitoring our waste re-use, 
recycling and zero waste to landfill aim.

In 2021, we achieved Carbon Neutral Plus status. 

Our collection
vehicles have the

highest safety 
spec and Euro 6

Engines to minimise
environmental

impact

Sustainable waste management 
through our carbon neutral service

Why us?
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We create tailored yet simplistic 
waste strategies for our 
customers to reduce waste and 
increase recycling.

We help our customers to save 
space, money and carbon by
introducing technology and/or 
best working practices.

We are recognised as leaders 
in our industry, winning awards 
for both ourselves and our 
customers.

Carbon neutral Innovative

We take pride in delivering sustainable waste collection services
to all sizes of businesses.

Award-winning

Making it easy
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Single supplier, one bill, one
account manager, one solution

Individually tailored solutions 
using latest technology to suit 
each site’s waste streams and 
needs

Full training to ensure maximum 
waste reduction and recycling 
with minimum disruption, always 
sustainability focused

#1 #2 #3

Solutions
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Our innovative solutions reduce waste volume,
increase recycling and reduce collection
frequency - this therefore reduces the carbon
impact of your waste. Our suite of solutions is
continually evolving as technology develops,
meaning that we can now offer electric vehicles,
waste monitoring and food waste minimisation
stations, baling and compaction options, as well
as reverse vending machines. All are tailored to
your budget and full training is provided, as health
and safety is paramount.

Mini baler

Mill size baler

B&M waste monitor

Compactor

Electric truck

Twin chamber baler

B&M food waste station

Innovation

B&M reverse vending machine

Latest technological solutions
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We know the road to reducing, reusing and recycling isn’t easy. By
using telemetry, we ensure we plan collections when you need them,
reducing unnecessary site visits, improving health and safety and
reducing both the cost and carbon impact of your waste strategy.

Waste compactors located on your site can be fitted with 
technology which allows notifications to be generated 
and sent to a main computer when the waste has filled it 
to a predefined level, usually 75% full.

This allows collection vehicle visits to be planned in a 
timely manner, as opposed to ongoing collections which 

Mill size baler

may result in vehicles on the road when they don’t need to be and
collections of half full compactor boxes. This not only reduces the
carbon emissions but also ensures fairer waste charges, as collections
are when required.

From equipment, to computer, to collection, the whole 
process is simplified.

Whatever your business sector, budget, environmental 
desires, or space available, we can provide a tailored 
solution.

Technology: Telemetry
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By conducting a free, on-site waste audit, we will determine your exact

requirements and deliver a solution that is bespoke to your business

and location. Our team of advisors can help your business implement

simple solutions to reduce your overall waste volume and help you

choose suitable recycling containers to improve segregation and

recycling.

Carbon neutral since 2011, B&M Waste diverts all waste from landfill. We

recycle where possible and all residual waste is sent for energy

recovery within the UK.

General waste and
recycling
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Equipment for a bespoke solution

Compactors

Balers

Waste monitors

Electric trucks

Skips

costs and therefore the indirect carbon impact of your waste. Our

equipment can be modified to meet your specific requirements

and we provide full training, certification and warranties and

provide parts and labour cover where appropriate.

We can supply, install and service a range of innovative equipment to

maximise efficiency and sustainability on your site by measuring,

reducing and segregating the waste you produce. For example, a

business creating lots of waste could benefit from using a compactor

on-site. It can help to decrease your waste collection frequency and



Businesses handle lots of sensitive information such as customer
data, financial reports, receipts or employee records. We provide a
professional, confidential shredding service to meet your specific
needs.

We are a registered principal member of the British Security Industry
Association (BSIA), accredited to ISO 9001 and the BS EN 15713
standard, which covers the secure destruction of confidential
material, and we are the only business in our sector to be Carbon
Neutral Plus accredited.

All our operatives are vetted in accordance with BS7858, the UK
standard for vetting of people employed in the security sector. After
each shredding, we provide a Certificate of Destruction so that you
have proof of secure data destruction and complete peace of mind.

Secure shredding
Our secure shredding service helps businesses
to comply with legislation and protects against
damaging data breaches
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We provide total waste management solutions to organisations throughout

the UK. As a carbon neutral organisation, B&M Waste works to reduce the

negative environmental impact that your waste could have, whilst ensuring

that all our waste management initiatives are efficient and effective in

increasing overall sustainability.

We can deal with even the most complicated issues around the storage,

collection, recycling and compliant disposal of many different waste streams

found in the commercial and industrial sector, including all general trade

waste, hazardous and offensive wastes, confidential materials and

segregated recyclate commodities.

Total waste management
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Our total waste management teams deliver
solutions designed specifically to reduce costs and
minimise environmental impact by promoting site
engagement and innovative recycling technologies



Most businesses produce some form of hazardous waste such as

batteries, aerosols, fluorescent tubes, chemicals and oil, and it is

crucial to ensure that these are disposed of safely and

compliantly. Hazardous waste, if mismanaged, can cause a great

deal of harm to both human health and the environment and

under The Hazardous Waste Regulations (2005), the penalties for

not managing it correctly include heavy fines and even

imprisonment.

Companies producing hazardous waste are obliged to separate it

from non-hazardous waste, suitably store it and then dispose of it

with a licensed waste carrier. By using B&M Waste, you can have

peace of mind this waste will be stored, transported and disposed

of legally and efficiently.

We provide many services to the healthcare sector including

offensive, clinical, sharps and washroom services. Get in touch

today for a quote.

Hazardous waste
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We take the worry out of compliant recycling
and disposal of all hazardous waste and Waste
Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE)



Through separating food waste, you ensure its recyclability

which can often reduce your general waste collection costs as

well as the environmental impact. We provide dedicated food

waste bins and compostable liners with a collect and swap

service. When full, each bin is collected and replaced with a

clean, sanitised container and this helps to eliminate odours,

saves on maintenance and maintains biosecurity. We can also

collect compacted food waste and palletised food for

destruction.

We typically use food waste to generate green 

energy via anaerobic digestion, which speeds up 

the natural breakdown of food inside a large, 

sealed tank. The process emits a methane-rich 

gas which is captured and used to generate 

electricity. Depending on the volume and nature 

of the waste, we may be able to offer rebates for 

animal feed.

Food waste
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We offer food waste recycling collections to
restaurants, hotels and manufacturing businesses
to complement existing waste services



Our years of expertise in the recycling industry, combined with the strength of our

size and network, ensure that you receive the highest values for your materials. As

part of our commitment to providing excellence in service and reliability, and in

line with our environmental credentials, we will ensure your materials are

recovered and recycled at fully licensed and accredited facilities.

Recycling and resources
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Waste streams that have been processed and treated
correctly become tradeable resources that can provide
an additional source of revenue to our customers

Paper and cardboard

Metals

Plastics

Wood

Glass

Coffee cups

An initial audit establishes the volume and type of materials that

your business generates, and our bespoke proposal will include a

bespoke solution for each waste stream. We are a Carbon

Neutral Plus accredited company, so you can rest assured that

you are getting the best financial returns whilst reducing your

carbon footprint.

We encourage and support our customers to segregate their

waste into separate containers by providing colour coded bins,

bespoke, high impact marketing, and on-site training to achieve

the best possible recycling and recovery rates.

Recyclable waste streams:



Our specialist team can make recommendations for equipment to suit

any budget and are on hand to train your employees in everything, from

use of the machine to minimising waste and maximising productivity.

You can either purchase outright or lease equipment from us and we’ll

provide the guarantee, maintenance package and peace of mind.

Equipment and
consumables
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We listen, audit, then recommend equipment
solutions that are tailor-made for your
specific requirements

Compactors Balers

Waste monitor Food waste station

Reverse vending machine Electric truck

Skips Bins



New paper coffee cups are usually delivered in corrugated cardboard

boxes that are ideal for re-use and recycling. Used cups need to be

empty, flattened and packed back into a clear liner, without any lids,

sleeves or stirrers. The flattened cups can then be packed and sealed in

their original box and we will arrange for a courier to collect them for

recycling.

Paper cup recycling
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Paper cups are treated, bulked and sent for
recycling at one of three UK paper recycling
mills. Here the plastic is extracted from the fibres
before being recycled into new card products

Courier service for recycling

Please note that our courier service can only handle boxes with

a maximum volume of 245cm. We ask you to check that your

boxes are suitable for transportation before calling us to

arrange a collection. To calculate the volume of a box, add

together the two shortest dimensions of the box, multiply by two

and add the length measurement. If the total is less than 245cm,

the package is suitable for transport by courier.

Recycling soft drink cans at work
We can offer more innovative

solutions to encourage recycling at

work. Our ‘plug and play’ reverse

vending machines for plastic

bottles and cans collect and

compact the plastic waste ready

for recycling. Contact us and ask

about our Maxi and Tower reverse

vending machine options.



Why not reduce the number of suppliers you need and take
advantage of our extensive range of washroom services, keeping
you compliant with key legislation (and brightening up your
bathrooms!) 

Our one stop shop solutions for washroom include; soap dispensers,
hand dryers, sanitary waste bins and air fresheners. During each visit
our operatives will empty, replace and refill all your washroom
products, and as always, ensure compliant and sustainable disposal.

Our affordable washroom and hygiene solutions
are the perfect addition to your waste and
recycling service.
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Washroom and hygiene

Hand driers

our hand driers are installed by
professionals and leased to you to include
maintenance and servicing so that is one
less thing for you to think about. .

Sanitary bin solutions

Sanitary bins are classified in the UK as
‘offensive waste’ and therefore special
consideration is taken into how the waste is
stored, handled and disposed of. We provide
an exchange service, taking away the used
bin and leaving a clean one in its place.

Air fresheners and soap
dispensers

We provide a range of air freshening units
from small, compact units which disperse a
regular, measured dose of aerosolised
fragrance into the air, to larger atomising
units which use essential oils. We will instal
and maintain the units for the lifetime of the
contract.
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The waste journey Where do I go and what do I become?

The journey starts as a used
cardboard box

My journey starts as discarded
bottles and jars

The journey starts as clear plastic
film and shrink wrap

The journey starts as used but clean
plastic bottles, cans and paper

The journey starts as general waste that
is left over once recyclable materials 

have been removed

The journey starts as leftover food waste

You place into the designated
plastics bin

You place into the designated
glass bin

You flatten and place into the
designated cardboard bin

You place in the designated
general waste bin

You place into the small food waste 
recycling bin and when full, transfer it to

the big food waste bin

You place the recyclable materials into a 
clear bag which goes into the designated

mixed recycling bin

B&M Waste Services collects
and takes to...

B&M Waste Services collects the waste and 
takes it to its Materials Recycling Facility (MRF)

B&M Waste Services 
collects the cardboard

B&M Waste Services 
collects the plastic

B&M Waste Services collects the food 
waste and takes it to the anaerobic 

digestion plant

....the glass re-processors

B&M Waste Services collects the waste and 
takes it to its Materials Recycling Facility (MRF)

At the MRF, all the different recyclable 
materials are separated ready for recycling

Bales are taken to the re-processing mill

Bales are taken to the re-processing mill
for shredding and washing

At the MRF, any remaining recyclable 
materials are separated ready for 

recycling and re-processing

Old glass is crushed and recycled into
brand new bottles and jars 

The recyclable materials become a variety of new
products, from paper, plastic and cans to clothing

Food Waste is digested with bacteria which produces Biogas (methane) 
which is used to either enhance natural gas in the national grid, or used to

generate electricity. Any residue material makes bio-fertilisers

Old cardboard is made into new 
cardboard and other paper goods

Recyclables become new products and 
residual waste is sent to an energy recovery

plant that creates green electricity 

Old plastic film now in pellets is then extruded
into new plastic film

General 
waste

Mixed 
recycling

Food waste

Glass waste

Cardboard 
waste

Plastic waste
The cleaning team bales the 

film in the plastic baler
 

The cleaning team bales the 
card in the cardboard baler

The cleaning team empties the food 
waste into the food compactor

The cleaning team will load the general 
waste into a bin or compactor

 



We all need to do our bit to reduce unnecessary single use items
and waste. If we don't look to minimise our waste, it is going to
have an extremely damaging effect on the environment.

B&M Waste's Simple Swaps programme includes a free waste
audit where our experts will discuss the waste you currently
produce as a business and look at changes you can make in your
purchasing habits to reduce the quantity of waste you output.
Making just a few, simple, daily swaps can make a big difference.

The following small Simple Swaps, such as using LED lights and
rechargeable batteries, are changes that could make a big
difference. 

B&M Waste Services will support and guide you through your
waste management strategy, to ensure that you are doing
everything possible to reduce the waste you produce. We'll then
make sure as much of the waste you do produce is recycled or
has energy recovered from it, with an aim of zero waste to landfill.

Simple Swaps 

Waste minimisation
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Our reports demonstrate to you the quantity 
of each waste stream produced at each of 
your sites, as well as the recycling or recovery 
process used to process your waste. We also 
measure our performance against agreed 
KPIs, to report the excellent quality of service
you receive.

We know that providing you with quality data 
in a timely and efficient manner allows you to 
gain a full and transparent understanding of 
the service we provide, which is why we offer 
you an online portal to log into and obtain 
your reports.

We make reporting easy

Management information
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The key to successful commencement of service is to involve all
relevant stakeholders early in the planning phase and ensure
communication at every stage. As a customer focused business  
we appreciate this and work in partnership with customers to
ensure both set up and ongoing contract support is provided.

Through our experience of mobilising large multi-site 
contracts, we ensure that the process is mapped using our 

Integrated Waste Management system. Updated reports and
Gantt charts are produced and circulated to all concerned.

Health & Safety is paramount, so full risk assessments 
are conducted and training delivered on-site by 
qualified staff to ensure the safe use of all equipment, to
encourage staff to embrace new or improved waste
strategies and to ensure the success of the programme.

ACTION

Signed contract

Mobilisation planning

Delivery of bins & equipment

Installation & training 

Commence service 

Mobilisation review

Ongoing service meetings

DATE 1 DATE 2 DATE 3 DATE 4

Mobilisation and training
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“The new waste management system has been an instant success. The site is much tidier and it has been great to generate revenue from some of

our waste streams. Not only is the system much more efficient but we have increased our recycling rates and greatly reduced our carbon emissions.” 
Gretna Gateway Outlet Village, Gretna Green

”The partnership we’re going to have with B&M Waste moving forwards is all the things we’ve been looking for, for quite a while. We are currently trying 

to attain eco-campus status, and by working with B&M we will achieve this in a very short time I’m sure.’’ 
University College Birmingham

“Following the administrative task of cancelling four contracts, mobilisation with B&M Waste Services was smooth and the service has been great 

since things got up and running.” 
MK2 Real Estate

Don’t just take our word for it

Case studies
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Since working with B&M Waste the bins are emptied at a time to suit ourselves, nothing is too much trouble for the drivers, they do a
great job. We look forward to continuing our work with them, we are thrilled with our current diversion from landfill levels and look
forward to the future and improving recycling further. While working with B&M Waste we are confident we can achieve this goal.” 

ITV Studios, Leeds

“What’s been great about working with B&M Waste has been the tailored support that they’ve offered to us as a museum. It’s been a real
partnership where we’ve worked together for the past year to tailor a system that we think will work best for us. We’re even looking into
other areas – such as how we can support them with their educational aims.” 

Science and Industry Museum, Manchester
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Highly accredited
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Our Little Litter Pickers Programme was designed to educate future
generations about the wider impact waste has on the environment.
Covering KS1 to KS5, we have designed a range of educational, fun-filled
and interactive days that can be tailored to each school’s individual
needs.

Step 1: Register online

Step 2: Receive your welcome pack, which includes a pre-visit lesson
and litter pick 

Step 3: Visit us! We have the option of either a half or full day
experience

Step 4: Receive your follow-up resources and continue on your waste
minimisation journey

Our Education Programme is currently suspended due to COVID-19. 

To find out more, visit: www.bandmwaste.com or email:
marketing@bandmwaste.com

Education
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Social value
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Get in touch today
bandmwaste.com 
0330 1234 100


